Call for expressions of interest

Auditors in the fields of (i) mathematics and statistics – (ii) data science, digital audit, data and network analysis, data and text mining, process automation and process mining

(Temporary staff - grade AD 5 - AD 9)

Reserve list
(alphabetical order)

ADLER Martin
AFORDAKOS Nikolas
ALAMINOS AGUILERA David
ALAMINOS AGUILERA Estefanía
ALBANESE Claudia
ALBANO Alessandro
ANDRES PEREZ Alejandro
ANDUEZA ROBUSTILLO Silvia
ANTONOV Martin
ARZANDÉ Charlotte
AZAIZ Azedine
AZAIZ Salah
BALAILE Shubila
BÀLLI Fabrizio
BISCOSI Ferdinando
BLANCO-WARD Daniel
BORSOS Ferenc
BOVE Stefania
BREUTMANN Paul
BURNIK Tomaz
CALLENS Marie Sophie
CAMILLERI Flavia
CARLOS BALLERINI Camila
The reserve list is valid until 31 December 2022. Its validity may be extended.

Philippe Froïdure
Secretary – General a.i.